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Reviewer: Use the questions below to guide your description of the review 
activity and discussion with the reviewee. Not all questions will be relevant in 
every circumstance. You will need to choose those that are and there is 
nothing stopping you from changing them or writing your own. Please bear in 
mind that your main functions are to:  

x act as a critical friend by asking questions that will enable the reviewee
to identify how to enhance their practice

x offer constructive advice and suggestions

It is not your role to judge or to impose your view or practice but to guide the 
reviewee towards developing an approach that is appropriate for them, their 
role and their students.   

Capture the above in section A2 of the PSR form and send it after the review 
to the reviewee. 

You should then complete section A3 of the form to capture what you, as 
reviewer, have learnt from the review. This is not passed on to the reviewee.  
You may also want to capture future action points in section A4 of the PSR 
form. 
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Reviewee: Before the review make sure you provide the reviewer with 
sections A1 of the PSR form fully completed and a session plan if the activity 
is a face to face session with students. 

During the review discussion reflect on your practice with the aim of 
enhancing what you do and to generate actions you will take to achieve this. 
You should: 

x reflect on what went well and what you might do differently next time

x use appropriate questions from below, the questions posed by your 
reviewer and any guidance or suggestions they make to drive your 
review discussion. 

Your reviewer will capture the review discussion on section A2 of the PSR 
form and send it to you after the review. 

Use the above to help you develop your post review evaluation (section A3) 
and actions to take forward (section A4). 

x Were learning outcomes and assessment criteria clearly explained to
students and contextualised through taught sessions and support
material for the unit/module?

x Has unit/course information been provided in advance (e.g. brief/unit
handbook, timetable of sessions)?

x Did students understand when and how they were receiving feedback?
e.g. formative, summative.

x Is the assessment brief clear and inclusive and were the submission
dates made clear to students?

x Was it made clear to students when and how they would receive
formative feedback?
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x Were all staff clear about their role in assessment, including 
assessment meetings, moderation and verification? 

x Was assessment logically structured and coherent, were key points 
emphasized, reflecting the requirements of specific assessment 
components, for example written submission, portfolio or practice? 

x Were all relevant staff having a role in helping students meet the 
learning outcomes kept informed about assessment requirements and 
regulations?  

x Does the assessment meet the diverse needs of all students, including 
international students? 

x Is alternative assessment available to all?  

 

 

x What methods of assessment and feedback are used on the course and 
how are these explained to students? e.g. tutorials, crits, seminars, 
etc.? 

x Do the assessment requirements complement other methods used 
within the course? 

x Are there opportunities for peer assessment and/or self-assessment? 

x Was the summative assessment carried out using the assessment 
criteria (and not using peer comparison)?  

x Are there procedures to ensure fairness and consistency and that all 
assessors are making very similar judgments (e.g. double marking, 
moderation)? If so, are the procedures carried out as they are supposed 
to be? 

 

 

x Were opportunities provided for students to understand and make 
sense of their feedback? 

x Is the language used in written feedback inclusive?  
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x Does feedback make clear what needs to be improved, rather than what 
is lacking? 

x Were opportunities provided for students to understand and make 
sense of their feedback? 

x Was assessment feedback followed by assessment tutorials, which 
provide an opportunity for students to interact with their feedback and 
encourage them to take ownership of their learning? 

x Did all assessors follow the correct procedures, e.g. assessing learning, 
using the assessment criteria and grading descriptors?  

 

 

x Is the assessment brief clear and inclusive and are the submission 
dates made clear to students? Is there a scheme of work? 

x Does the wording of aims, learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
meet established practice? (e.g. aims beginning with a verb in the 
infinitive, appropriate verbs being used for learning outcomes, a very 
clear difference between aims, learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria together with a logical correspondence between them.) 

x Are links made between assessment requirements listed in course and 
unit handbooks and other sessions/parts of the course/texts? 

x Is there a glossary of terms for assessment and feedback? 

x Are all the options of alternative assessment presented as being equally 
valid (and with none as a ‘deficit model’)? 

 

 

x Did students understand how their work would be assessed? 

x Did they understand the difference between formative and summative 
feedback? 

x Was there any peer assessment/self assessment/group assessment? 
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x Was written and/or spoken feedback for students constructive and
supportive?

x Were there opportunities for students to feedback on the unit?

x Was MyUCA used for assessment and/or feedback? If so, how? (For 
example was it used to share work, show examples of the work by 
former students, give opportunities for students to see/feedback on the 
work in progress of their peers, to see formative feedback from staff 
etc.?)

x Were students aware of the support provided through LSS, e.g. access 
to study resources and specialist staff like learning development tutors 
and learning and teaching librarians? 


